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DESTRUCTIVE FISHING PRACTICES AND
CONFLICTING INTERNATIONAL AGENDAS:
INADEQUATE STRUCTURES AND POSSIBLE
SOLUTIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to watch film footage of drift netting operations without
being appalled at the deadly efficiency of the operation. Once just an
environmentalist concern, growing publicity and consumer awareness have
sent drift netting companies and countries scurrying for "greener"
pastures.' As the light of awareness hit the constituent-sensitive United
States legislature and coastal states began to feel the effects of drift
netting,2 consumers and environmentalists demanded a halt to the practice.
Other nations bristled at attempts to control or prohibit drift netting. The
stage was set for an international confrontation between trade-contracting
nations.
This note will review the background and problems associated with
drift netting, the important corresponding legislation and its reception in the
international community, the resulting conflict between the United States
and Mexico, and the resolution of that conflict by the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") panel. It will then examine reactions to
that decision and the repercussions felt by trading nations. This note will
conclude that an aging GATT is ill-equipped in procedure and substance
to face an environmentally and consumer-oriented tomorrow. Finally, this
note will examine some proposed solutions to the international drift netting
problem.
1. The Greening of Shopping, ECONOMIST NEWS LTD. (U.K.), Mar. 31, 1990, at 83;
James Franklin, Environmental Group Says Tuna Company Lied About Policy, BOSTON
GLOBE, Dec. 8, 1990, at 4.
2. Brad Knickerbocker, Ban Walls of Death,' CHRISTIAN SC. MONITOR, July 15,
1991, at 11.
3. See Report of the Panel, United States-Restrictions on Imports of Tuna, DS21/R
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFMS AND TRADE 37 (Sept. 3, 1991) [hereinafter GAIT
DECISION].
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H. THE NATURE OF DRIFr NETTING
Modem drift netting has evolved from the snaring methods fishermen
have employed for centuries.4 Loosely defined, a drift net is a gill net that
is left to drift with the currents and winds.5 Unlike gill netting, its free-
floating nature covers larger areas and, concomitantly, involves less
supervision.6 It is economical; no power is needed during fishing,7 and
it requires few workers In the last decade, the amount of gear and the
scale of drift nets deployed in particular fisheries have expanded consider-
ably.9
Typically, boats work in teams, reporting to a mother ship. 0 They
deploy their nets early in the evening, when animal plankton is rising to
the surface to feed on plant plankton. The rest of the marine food chain
4. Snaring occurs when fish entangle themselves by their own movements. Douglas
M. Johnston, Driftnetting Problem in the Pacific Ocean: Legal Considerations and
Diplomatic Options, 21 OcEAN DEv. & INT'L L. 5 (1990).
5. A gill net is
a flat[, anchored] net whose meshes are capable of capturing fish by permitting
head and gills to pass through the net in one direction but not be withdrawn.
Gill nets used to be expensive because they were made of linen and they
required constant repair as the twine quickly grew old and weakened. They
also were not all that efficient because they were highly visible to their quarry.
Now the mesh is made of nondegradable nylon that's almost invisible, and $500
will buy you one of commercial quality.
Clive Gammon, A Sea of Calamities: Monofilament Gill Nets Don't Just Catch Fish; They
Damage Marine Life in an Alarming Way, SPORTS ILLuSTRATED, May 16, 1988, at 47.
Japan was a leader in developing plastic fishing gear. Leslie A. Davis, Note, North Pacific
Pelagic Driftnetting; Untangling the High Seas Controversy, 64 S. CAL. L. REV. 1057,
1061 (1991); Johnston, supra note 4, at 6.
6. Drift net fishing in the northern Pacific encompasses an area the size of the
landmass of the United States. William T. Burke, Driftnets and Nodules: Where Goes the
United States?, 20 OCEAN DEv. & INT'L L. 237, 239 (1989). "Because the boats operate
practically unobserved in international waters, there is very little scientific information on
the impact of drift net fishing on the marine ecosystem." Todd Campbell, The Snag with
Driftnetting-This Chillingly Efficient Fishing Method Threatens the Pacific Marine
Environment, SEATTLE TIMES, Jan. 6, 1991, at 14.
7. Johnston, supra note 4, at 6.
8. Campbell, supra note 6, at 15 (stating that eight men can bring up one net).
9. Burke, supra note 6, at 238.
10. REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES, ON THE NATURE, EXTENT, AND EFFEr OF DRFTNET FISHING IN WATERS OF THE
NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN PURSUANT TO SECTION 4005 OF PUBLIC LAW 100-200, THE
"DRFTNET IMPACT MONITORING, ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL ACT OF 1987" [hereinafter
EFFECTS OF DRI;TNET FISHING].
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follows this rise; the chain is complete when large predators feed on small
fish and squid. It takes approximately eight hours to set the nets, which
will blanket more than 500 square miles of ocean." The net is left
unattended through the night as the crew sleeps. Before first light, the
crew locates the net via its radio transmitter and begins the up to twelve-
hour process of hauling it aboard.
12
H. THE PROBLEM
The carnage resulting from the use of the net is a marine atrocity.
Northern fur seals, dolphins, marlin, sharks, porpoises, turtles, and seabirds
are often hauled up with the intended catch of salmon, tuna, or squid.
3
These by-catch species are the inevitable victims of an inexorable and
indiscriminate fishing machine.14 The variety of by-catch is limited only
11. Campbell, supra note 6, at 15. In the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean ("ETP"),
purse seine nets are used for yellowfin tuna fishing. Vessels seek out schools of dolphins
that swim above the schooling tuna. The dolphins are chased by speed boat and helicopter
as the tuna are encircled with mile-long purse seine nets, which are weighted at the bottom.
The nets are then closed by "drawstring" at the top. The dolphins, acting as tuna spotters,
become the unwitting, unnecessary casualties. Statement on the Implications of the GAIT
Panel Ruling on Dolphin Protection and the Environment: Before the Subcomm. on Health
and the Environment of the House Energy Commerce Comm., 102d. Cong., 1st Sess. 1
(1991) (statement of David Phillips, Earth Island Institute) [hereinafter Earth Island GA T
Assessment]. Tuna companies already know how to fish "dolphin safe"; skipjack tuna
avoid dolphins, and outside of the ETP, dolphins do not hover over tuna. Don L.
Boroughs et al., Dolphins Get a New Reason to Dance, U.S. NEWs & WORLD REP., Apr.
23, 1990, at 14.
12. EFis OF DRIFwLrr FISHING, supra note 10, at V. Fishing boats from Japan,
South Korea, and Taiwan may set a combined total of twenty thousand miles of netting
in the northern Pacific every night of the five-month fishing season, equaling one million
miles of netting each year. Davis, supra note 5, at 1058. The drift nets used by the 1700
fishing vessels operated by those countries are virtually invisible, run six to thirty miles
long, are two-inch mesh, and are suspended from the surface by floats and weights.
Michael Satchell, At the Beaches this Summer, the Dirty Word is Plastics, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REP., July 17, 1989, at 30.
13. See generally EFFECTs OF DRIFTNLr FIsHING, supra note 10.
14. Knickerbocker, supra note 2, at 11.
They're great for scooping up tons of profitable fish, but they're also the ocean
equivalent of tossing a stick of dynamite into a trout pool. They snare and kill
virtually every other living thing in their path, including endangered species and
some headed in that direction. There are enough in operation to circle the
globe, and critics are not being overly dramatic when they call them 'walls of
death' . .. . The big danger of drift net fishing is you can't manage it for
bycatch species .... In the process of reaching a reasonable catch for the tuna
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by geography."5 The size of the loss in total population of the species
can be unlimited and is often incalculable.16 Moreover, attempts to
catalog the carnage are fraught with statistical variations, 17 missing
data, limited observation, 9 and sometimes personal danger.20
Observation reveals a partial and underestimated statistical picture of
the price these by-catch species pay for the more lucrative intended catch.
In a recent National Marine Fisheries Service study, a fractional percentage
of the estimated fleet was responsible for killing 81,956 blue sharks,
30,464 sea birds, 1758 whales and dolphins, and 10,000 Pacific Northwest
salmon.21  Statistics are somewhat limited to identifiable by-catch: A
or squid, you could conceivably drive another species to extinction without ever
knowing it.
Campbell, supra note 6, at 18.
15. H.R. Con. Res. 113, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 137 CONG, REC. H5283 (1991)
(statement of Rep. Unsoeld).
16. INT. NORTH PAC. FISH. COMM. 1991, FINAL REPORT OF 1990 OBSERVATIONS OF
THE JAPANESE HIGH SEAS DRnTNET FISHERIES IN THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN, JOINT
REPORT BY THE NATIONAL SECTIONS OF CANADA, JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES, at 16
[hereinafter FINAL REPORT OF 1990]; EFFECTS OF DRIFrNET FISHING, supra note 10, at IX;
Campbell, supra note 6, at 20.
17. FINAL REPORT OF 1990, supra note 16, at 9.
18. ih
19. d at 8, 16; EFFECTS OF DRnrNET FISHING, supra note 10, at VIII.
20. The environmental activists Greenpeace and Sea Shepherds have observed and
intervened in some expeditions. On an observational mission by Greenpeace's flagship
Rainbow Warrior, Greenpeace inflatable boats continually became entangled in the nets,
raising the ire of Japanese fishermen who were forced to stop operations to free the
imperiled activists. At one point, a Japanese fisherman yanked a blue shark from the net
and hurled the live shark into a boat full of observers. Fortunately, both the observers and
the shark were unharmed. Campbell, supra note 6, at 17. In another incident, Captain
Paul Watson, leader of the Sea Shepherds, encountered six trawlers squid fishing; he
observed dead and dying seabirds in their nets and promptly rammed two vessels disabling
their fishing gear. He then sank a $1 million drift net. Men aboard another vessel threw
knives at the Sea Shepherd crew. The Sea Shepherd crew escaped unharmed. Alston
Chase, In Praise of Sea Shepherds, Drift Net Foes, SEATTLE TIMEs, Aug. 28, 1990, at A7.
21. Knickerbocker, supra note 2, at 11.
What is known about driftnets is that they are extraordinarily deadly and
terribly efficient. Made of nearly invisible plastic line, these mesh curtains
hang more than thirty feet deep and snare virtually everything that swims by.
An estimated 120,000 dolphins and 800,000 seabirds drown in the nets every
year. More than 200 million pounds of pomfret, an edible fish, are caught and
then dumped back into the ocean annually. As much as seventy percent of the
total catch in a driftnet is a 'bycatch'....
Campbell, supra note 6, at 14.
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June 10, 1991 joint report on the 1990 Observations of the Japanese High
Seas Squid DriftNet Fishery in the North Pacific Ocean classified species
in "dead," "alive," or "unknown" condition." An accurate count of by-
catch is hindered by differences in observer training, misidentification of
species, and excessive damage to the specimens. "Dropouts," which are
by-catch that fall out of the net before or as it is lifted from the water, or
when large numbers are entangled together, further reduce the observer
counts.
23
The drift net fishing problem is multi-faceted in all but its chillingly
efficient effects. While the method insures a large catch, the waste it
produces is documented and, except as to quantity and effect on popula-
tion, undisputed.24 Moreover, the nebulous statistics and transitory nature
of many species may never reveal the dimensions of a two-fold problem:
the effect on the population of by-catch and on the population of intended
or target species.
Ironically, nations that participate in the practice are risking the future
of the food source they depend on as they continue to overfish.2' Taking
Other animals are also hauled up in the nets-blue sharks and salmon sharks,
jellyfish, pomfret, saury and shearwaters. Most are dead. A Laysan albatross
with a seven foot wingspan is untangled and tossed over the side. The bird had
been banded by an American scientist on Tern Island in the French Frigate
Shoals more than two thousand miles away. It was barely seven months old.
Soon after, a northern right whale dolphin appears. The sleek six foot long
animal, dark blue with patches of white across its side and belly, is completely
enshrouded in the webbing-an indication of the struggle which it put up before
it drowned. Five fishermen struggle to gaff the 350-pound dolphin up over the
side. They cut off the tail to untangle it and hoist the carcass over the rail. It
bobs momentarily on the surface and then sinks from sight.
ki at 16.
22. FINAL REPORT OF 1990, supra note 16, at 9, 11.
23. Tuna Embargo Extended by Federal Court to Imports from Mexico, Venezuela and
Vanuatu, Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 16, at 570 (Apr. 17, 1991) [hereinafter Embargo
Extension].
24. Johnston, supra note 4, at 7-8.
From a commercial viewpoint, some of the incidental catch is an economic
bonus, often fetching good prices on return to port, whereas the rest of the
incidental catch may be a nuisance involving an extra cost in terms of labor and
damage to the nets. From a managerial viewpoint, drift netting represents the
most extreme form of the incidental catch problem, virtually beyond the limits
of effective control when it occurs beyond the limits of national fishery
jurisdiction.
Ban All Drift Nets-Latest Numbers Show Shocking Waste at Sea, SEATrLE TIMES, June
8, 1990, at A18.
25. No other country relies more heavily on seafood as a source of
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young animals before they have had a chance to spawn leaves little hope
for a continued supply.'
Another by-product of drift netting is lost or discarded nets. If the
catch becomes too heavy to bring in," the weather turns, equipment
malfunctions, or ships flee for fear of impoundment or fine for illegal
catches, nets are left behind. s  The United States National Marine
Fisheries Service estimates that .06% of drift nets are lost each time they
are set, resulting in twelve miles of net lost each night of the season and
639 miles of net lost in the North Pacific Ocean alone each year.2' The
nets remain suspended by floats and weights in the water and drift along,
continuing to fish. Trapped carrion lure even more unsuspecting fish and
marine mammals, which also become ensnared. These "ghost nets" can
continue "ghost fishing" for years, until they sink from the weight of their
cargo, wash ashore, foul engine propellers, or are retrieved by environ-
protein than Japan. With more than 150 million mouths to feed,
Japan should be at the forefront of efforts to ensure that fishing be
done in an environmentally sane way that ensures a supply of fish
in the future. But as with 'pulse fishing' in the 1970's, when
Japan's distant water fleets searched out unexploited stocks and
fished them until there weren't enough left to justify the effort, drift
net fishing is a type of slash-and-burn technique that threatens to
deplete the ocean of fish and other animals in a matter of years.
Campbell, supra note 6, at 17. "In fact, it is unclear how large the squid population is, or
if it has changed because of driftnetting. However, if a shortage of squid occurs, fishermen
then compete directly with the squid's natural predators. Thus, if squid populations decline
significantly, other species' population will likely decline as well." Davis, supra note 5,
at 1069-70.
Accordingly, if it can be shown that large-scale unregulated drift netting in the
high seas tends, intentionally or not, to produce 'an appreciable loss in the
total yield' of certain commercial species, then long-term conservation
considerations might be given precedence over short-term efficiency consider-
ations to support a ban on that type of gear.
Johnston, supra note 4, at 7.
26. Campbell, supra note 6, at 19; H.R. Con. Res. 113, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 137
CONG. REc. H5283 (1991) (statement of Rep. Unsoeld).
27. Davis, supra note 5, at 1058.
28. Campbell, supra note 6, at 13; Davis, supra note 5, at 1070.
29. Davis, supra note 5, at 1070. The problem is hardly endemic solely to the North
Pacific. In the North Atlantic, a battle rages between the amateur gill-netter and the
professional. "[W]e also have the weekend warriors-doctors and lawyers. They don't
have their gear marked right, they aren't on the radio, they don't give a damn. Today's
Saturday, and they're going to make so many dollars. They lose a net? They don't care.
They go back and buy another." Gammon, supra note 5, at 49.
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mentalists or Coast Guard patrols. 3° Ghost nets are rarely retrieved
because many have no identifying markers or transmitters and because they
lie hidden and transparent below the surface.3' This plastic pollution may
or may not be intentional,32 nevertheless the effects of the abandoned nets
are as devastating and indiscriminate as the fishing method itself.
The primary drift netting nations are Japan, Taiwan, and South
Korea.33 Only in the last decade have these countries chosen to exploit
the central North Pacific region.3' International recognition 35 of exclu-
sive economic zones ("EEZs") gave states sovereignty over a belt of ocean
two-hundred nautical miles wide to explore and exploit those natural
resources within the zone. 6 Approximately ninetW-nine percent of the
total world catch of ocean fish comes from EEZs. If all coastal states
claimed EEZs, they would cover over thirty-six percent of the Earth's
ocean surface.3' In effect, high seas drift netting may be a retaliatory
response; a hand economically forced by the imposition of EEZs.39 In
30. Davis, supra note 5, at 1070-71; Johnston, supra note 4, at 9-10.
31. Davis, supra note 5, at 1070.
32. Japan asserts that abandoned and lost nets are not a problem because
fishermen have an economic incentive to prevent the loss of nets.
However, the Japanese often replace their nets each fishing season
because they deteriorate and stretch out of shape. The North Pacific
may provide a convenient dumping ground for nets that are not
recyclable and no longer usable.
Id at 1071.
33. Burke, supra note 6, at 239; Justin Blum, House Calls for End to Drift Net
Fishing, STATES NEWS SERv., July 9, 1991, at 1; Knickerbocker, supra note 2, at 11. Drift
netting is also used by other countries, notably China. Dee Norton, Charging Misuse of
Flag, China Calls Drift-Net Boats Back Home-Link Seen to 'Most-Favored' Trade
Status, SEATrLE TIMEs, July 12, 1991, at B3. Although the Taiwanese government said
it would bar the use of drift nets, as many as twenty-one Taiwanese vessels using drift nets
were spotted in the North Pacific in June 1991. Karen Tumulty, U.S. May Penalize S.
Korea, Taiwan Over Draft-Net Use; Trade: Their Fishermen Are Violating International
Accords. A Total Ban on Seafood Imports is Possible, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 15, 1991, at Al.
34. Davis, supra note 5, at 1061-62.
35. Id. at 1086.
36. LUNG-CHU CHEN, INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL LAW; A
POLICY ORIENTED PERSPECTIvE 139 (1989).
37. Id.
38. Davis, supra note 5, at 1086.
39. Johnston, supra note 4, at 8. "In the South Pacific, for example, foreign vessels
harvesting adult tuna after spawning have to pay substantial fees for the right of access to
the coastal state's EEZ, whereas gillnetters pay nothing for the right to take (mostly
juvenile) albacore tuna in the high seas beyond." Id "By far the worst loss to Japan's
ocean fishing during the past decade has been actions taken by more and more nations to
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addition to piracy within the EEZ,40 and in defiance of worldwide
condemnation, drift netters may launder illegal catch, routing it through far
eastern ports, the United States, and on to Japan.
4 1
Countries respond to criticism of drift net fishing by citing cultural
distinctions, refuting statistics, or giving economic justifications. In
resource-poor Japan, there is a feeling that all marine resources exist to be
exploited as food for humans.4 2 Mindful of ever-growing conservation
pressures, Japan acknowledges a need for a clean planet but openly
wonders how it will satisfy the demands of a fish-eating nation and
preserve an industry that employs thousands of fishermen.43 These
concerns motivate pro-drift net groups to call the West hysterical" over
drift net impact and to refute damaging statistics as inconclusive to warrant
cessation of the practice.4' Others, such as Mexico, simply view drift net
fishing as a low priority; with rampant poverty and a host of other social
ills, an eighty-cent can of protein is justification enough for most
consumers.
IV. INITIAL RESPONSES TO DRIFT NETTING
In the Pacific, pressures from victim states on culprit states47 to end
drift netting led to the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 44/225
use a Law of [the] Sea provision that allows them to control marine resources within their
200 mile zone." Davis, supra note 5, at 1087.
40. Tumulty, supra note 33, at Al; Clayton Jones, Japan's Fishing Fleet Trims Sails,
CHRISTIAN Sci. MONITOR, July 25, 1990, at 4.
41. Davis, supra note 5, at 1068.
42. Campbell, supra note 6, at 18.
43. Jones, supra note 40, at 4. The amount of seafood consumed in Japan has never
been higher, and the nation leads in sheer volume of marine life harvested (twelve-million
metric tons). Id; D'vora Ben Shaul, Fighting the Spread of the Deadly Driftnet,
JERUSALEM POST, May 20, 1991, at 1.
44. Japanese Warn of Retaliation if U.S. Bans Driftnet Catch, Int'l Trade Daily
(BNA), No. 192, at A-20 (Oct. 3, 1991) [hereinafter Japan Warns].
45. Marla Williams, Japanese Won't Accept Drift-Net Ban, Says Unsoeld, SEATLE
TIMES, July 3, 1991, at B3; Japan Warns, supra note 44, at 1464; Environment: Japan
Defends Drift-Net Fishing, INTER PREss SERV., Aug. 13, 1991, at 1 [hereinafter Japan
Defends].
46. Cecilia Rodriguez, Save the Dolphins, But Remember Mexican Needs Too;
Environment: How do You Balance Mexican Families' Search for Nutritious, Cheap
Food-Such as Tuna-Against the Protection of Dolphins, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 13, 1991, at
3. "Hungry street children mob virtually every major intersection in the big cities, begging
for help. Most peasant adults and children suffer from malnutrition .... In short,
dolphins are not the first priority." ld
47. Johnston, supra note 4, at 5.
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("G.A. Res. 44/225"), which called for a moratorium on large-scale drift
netting by June 30, 1992." While it was often characterized as a ban on
all drift net fishing,49 G.A. Res. 44/225 was moderate in scope, calling for
only a conditional moratorium; drift netting could continue if "effective
conservation and management measures" were implemented, which were
"based upon statistically sound analysis... jointly made by concerned par-
ties of the international community with an interest in the fishery resources
of the region.""o Also, because United Nations resolutions are legally
non-binding, the effect of G.A. Res. 44/225 was diluted even further.5'
The United States opposed any exceptions to G.A. Res. 44/225.52
Legislation in the House of Representatives (H.R. Res. 2152) and the
Senate (S. Res. 884 passed the Senate on August 1, 1991) was introduced
to shore up G.A. Res. 44/225." The House bill specified sanctions for
offenders, including identification of vessels, denial of access to United
States ports, and prohibition on imports of fish, fish products, and sport
48. H.R. Con. Res. 113, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 137 CONG. REC. H5283 (1991)
(statement of Rep. Unsoeld).
49. Burke, supra note 6, at 239; U.S. Opposes Exceptions to Ban on Drift Nets, N.Y.
TIMES, Aug. 28, 1991, at A12; President's Message to Congress Transmitting a Report on
Certification by the Secretary of Commerce Concerning Activities of the Republic of Korea
and Taiwan Engaging in the Use of Large-Scale Pelagic Driftnet Fishing Methods in
Violation of the Terms of the Cooperative Scientific Monitoring and Enforcement
Agreements the United States has with the ROK and Taiwan, Pursuant to 22 U.S.C. §
1978(b) (Oct. 21, 1991) [hereinafter President's Message on Violations].
50. Burke, supra note 6, at 239; U.S. Opposes Exceptions to Ban on Drift Nets, N.Y.
TIMES, Aug. 28, 1991, at A12; President's Message on Violations, supra note 49.
51. Blum, supra note 33, at 1. Japan has signed G.A. Res. 44/225; however, the
Japanese government is still trying to work out a conservation and management program
so that it can continue drift netting. Japan Warns, supra note 44, at 1464. Japan contends
that it has developed a method to meet the G.A. Res. 44/225, which sets nets further below
the water surface, purportedly allowing marine mammals to swim over it. See Davis,
supra note 5, at 1084; Yuji Aso, Japan Girds Up to Keep Drftnet Fleet Against U.S.
Opposition, REUTER LIBRARY REP., Oct. 31, 1991, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library,
LBYRPT File. Taiwan has also agreed to comply with G.A. Res. 44/225. President's
Message on Violations, supra note 49, at 2. Taiwan and the Republic of Korea are being
watched to see if they comply with the desire of the international community to end large-
scale pelagic drift net fishing on the high seas by June 30, 1992. Id. After violations in
July of 1991, President Bush deferred sanctions against Taiwan and South Korea for ninety
days, pending evaluation of their remedial measures for the violations. Id
52. U.S. Opposes Exceptions to Ban on Drift Nets, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 28, 1991, at
A12.
53. JONES, UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL DRInrET FISHERY CONSERVATION
PROGRAM, H.R. REP. No. 262, 102nd Cong., Ist Sess. 9 (1991). The sanctions of H.R.
2152 are a compilation of several bills introduced in the 102nd Congress. Id
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fishing equipment.5' Additionally, the bill expanded the Pelly Amend-
ments to give the President new embargo authorities for items such as cars
or televisions." Perhaps most importantly, it directed the President,
acting through the United States Trade Representative ("USTR"), to pursue
changes to GATT' The legislation also directed the USTR to take
American environmental policies into account when negotiating trade pacts.
The House bill was the latest effort in the continuing United States demand
for global recognition of its environmental policies. Viewed by some as
protectionist"7 and still others as an egregious affront and intervention into
their attempts at economic independence, 58 these United States legislative
attempts set the stage for a global environmental turning point.
V. ThE CONFLICT
Competing interests collided on February 22, 1991, when environ-
mentalists filed a lawsuite 9 charging the United States government with
failing to impose restrictions mandated by the Marine Mammal Protection
Act ("MMPA"). Mexico protested the ruling, which was favorable to the
environmentalists, to a GATT panel.
In 1972, the United States passed the MMPA to halt the incidental
dolphin kill in tuna fishing.'
Through the MMPA, the United States attempted to impose its
conservation and management standards on the incidental taking
of marine mammals by foreign fishermen by imposing an import
ban on fish or fish products harvested by fishermen using
technologies where the incidental taking exceeded U.S. standards




56. Iti at 12.
57. Japan Warns, supra note 44, at 1465; Rodriguez, supra note 46, at 59.
58. Rodriguez, supra note 46, at 59.
59. Earth Island inst. v. Mosbacher, 929 F.2d 1449 (9th Cir. 1991); Embargo
Extension, supra note 23, at 570.
60. Ted L. McDorman, The GA 7T Consistency of U.S. Fish Import Embargoes to Stop
Driftnet Fishing and Save Whales, Dolphins and Turtles, 24 GEO. WASH. 1. INT'L L. &




Congress strengthened the statute in 1984, tightening the evidentiary
requirements; purse-seine harvested tuna would be accepted only from an
exporting country that maintained comparable rates of marine mammal
takings. In 1988, Congress strengthened the MMPA yet again. The
MMPA amendments required that foreign countries adopt a regulating
program on incidental dolphin taking before they would be allowed to
import yellowfin tuna. They also required that within sixty days of a
United States ban on imports of tuna, the government of an intermediary
nation importing tuna to the United States would have to prove that it had
also acted to prohibit importing from a United States banned country, or
the United States would extend the ban to the intermediary country. This
provision would prevent laundering. Further, the amendment required that
six months after the imposition of a ban, the Secretary of Commerce must
certify that ban to the President; such certification qualifies under the Pelly
Amendment and thus could lead to a ban on all other fish products, not
just yellowfin tuna.
The environmental group Earth Island Institute brought suit against the
Commerce Department, contending that the Department had failed to
enforce the MMPA by delaying the certification of exporting countries.
Earth Island Institute sought to force the Department to impose an embargo
upon non-certified tuna.62 On February 22, 1991, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled unanimously that tuna import
embargoes against Mexico, and any other nations violating the MMPA,
were required under the law.63 The court rejected the government's
argument that the delay (a "reconsideration" period) offers a more effective
incentive for foreign countries to reduce the dolphin kill rate."
On January 25, 1991, Mexico filed a challenge to the MMPA,
contending that the Act's provisions regarding the embargo and the
62. Embargo Extension, supra note 23, at 570 (The government argued that the Act
did not require firm deadlines as to when the Commerce Department should issue its
certification.).
63. Id at 24.
64. Id
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labeling of imported tuna65 contravene the GATr." They requested the
appointment of a GATr dispute resolution panel.
The gravamen of Mexico's complaint was that a United States
embargo on imports of Mexican tuna constituted a commercial barrier
inconsistent with GATT principles.6' The Mexican delegation denied all
allegations that Mexicans were illegally entrapping dolphins off the
California coast and elsewhere."
The United States requested that the panel find the MMPA measures
to be internal regulations, consistent with GATT article m:4, or alterna-
tively, if the measures were inconsistent with article HI, they nevertheless
were covered by the GATT exceptions in article XX(b) and XX(g).
69
65. Testimony of Joshua B. Bolten, General CounseL Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Health and the Environment of the
Comm. on Energy and Commerce 11 (1991) [hereinafter Boten Testimony].
66. GATT DECISION, supra note 3, at 7; Embargo Extension, supra note 23, at 24;
Earth Island GA7T Assessment, supra note 11, at 5. GATT articles have dictated the
regulation of international trade for 44 years. Earth Island GA 77Assessment, supra note
11, at 11. There are 108 GATT nations. GATT Panel Rejects U.S. Ban on Tuna Imports,
LDC Debt Rep./Latin Amer. Markets, Sept. 2, 1991, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library,
LDCRPT File. Originally, GATT was intended merely to implement a 1947 tariff
negotiation. Eventually it became the primary vehicle for implementing a liberal trade
policy. Regulation of International Trade, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GA T Introduction, Basic Documents of Int'l Econ. L. (CCH) 1 B.D.I.E.L. 3, at 2 (Nov.
1989)). The contracting parties to GATT are empowered to act jointly to further the
objectives of the agreement. Decisions are by majority vote (each member has one vote);
in exceptional circumstances, by majority, the contracting parties may waive any GATT
obligation. Id at 5.
67. Mexico Says U.S. Tuna Ban is to Protect US. Industry, Defends its Dolphin
Protection Plan, Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 25, at 937 (June 10, 1991) [hereinafter
Mexico Defends]. The United States contended that the embargo, and the labeling of
"dolphin safe" tuna (under the Dolphin Protection Consumer Information Act of December
1990) is consistent with GATT. In particular, article XX provides for a general exception
to normal GATT disciplines for measures designed to conserve exhaustible natural
resources. GATT Panel Hears Arguments on U.S.-Mexico Tuna Dispute, with Focus on
Trade Obligations, int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 20, at 735 (May 15, 1991) [hereinafter
GA7T Hears Dispute].
68. Mexico Defends, supra note 67, at 937. "The U.S. ban on tuna from Mexico,
based on provisions of the Marine Mammal Protection Act, 'conceals under the objective
of protecting dolphins antiprotectionist measures which favor the interests of the U.S. tuna
fleet by excluding other potential fishing competitors such as Mexico from its market.'"
Id (quoting Mexican Ambassador Jesus Seade). "A document circulated by the Mexicans
at the meeting said the U.S. embargo is based on criteria established unilaterally with no
international agreements on scientific evidence to sustain it." Id at 938.
69. GAT DECISION, supra note 3, at 8. "Article IIH requires 'national treatment'
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On August 16, 1991, USTR officials announced the GATT panel
decision: Tuna import restrictions under the MMPA were GATT-illegal.7 °
The panel found that the provisions of the MMPA did not constitute
internal regulation covered by article Ill, because the MMPA regulations
did not regulate the sale of tuna as a product but rather governed the
taking of dolphins incidental to tuna harvesting.71 Article III:4 obliged
the United States to accord equal treatment to Mexican tuna whether or not
their incidental taking of dolphins corresponded to United States takings. 2
Furthermore, the panel found the article XX(b) and (g) exceptions invoked
by the United States unpersuasive.3
Article XX(b) does not explicitly state the extent of its jurisdiction;74
in the application of internal taxes or other internal regulations to imported goods. While
Article XX authorizes regulatory measures necessary to achieve such goals as the
protection of public health, it prohibits their use as a disguised restraint on imports.
(Article XX, introductory clause)." Regulation of International Trade, The General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAT]) Introduction, Basic Documents of Int'l Econ. L.
(CCH) 1 B.D.I.E.L. 3, at 4 (Nov. 1989). Mexico countered this argument, stating, inter
alia, that a contracting party could not simultaneously argue that a measure was compatible
with the GATT and invoke article XX exceptions for that measure. GAIT DECISION,
supra note 3, at 43. The panel did not agree with this Mexican argument. Id at 44.
70. Earth Island GA 7T Assessment, supra note 11, at 5.
71. GAT DECISION, supra note 3, at 41. The panel found that since the labeling
measures did not discriminate between countries, they were consistent with GATT. Id
72. d at 42.
73. Id at 43-48.
The panel recalled that previous panels had established that Article XX is a
limited and conditional exception from obligations under the General Agree-
ment, and not a position rule establishing obligations in itself. Therefore, the
practice of panels has been to interpret Article XX narrowly, to place the
burden on the party invoking Article XX to justify its invocation, and not to
examine Article XX exceptions unless invoked.
Id at 43-44. Article XX provides that:
Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner
which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination
between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction
on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent
the adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of measures . . .(b)
necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health... (g) relating to the
conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made
effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consump-
tion ....
Id at 44.
74. GATT DECISION, supra note 3, at 45. Mexico argued that Article XX(b) was not
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it refers to life and health protection generally. Upon review of its drafting
history, the panel found that the drafters were concerned with the use of
sanitary measures to safeguard life or health of humans, animals, or plants
within the jurisdiction of the importing country and that each contracting
party may set its own standards." The panel found that the United States
interpretation of article XX(b) would allow contracting parties to set the
other parties' policies, and any deviation from such policies could impinge
upon their rights under the GAT. 7 6 The article XX(g) exception posed
by the United States was rejected on similar extrajurisdictional grounds."
Following the decision, Mexico agreed to defer action on its GATT
complaint in exchange for a promise from United States officials to lobby
Congress for changes to the MMPA. The changes would have the effect
of lifting the embargo.7S
applicable to a measure imposed to protect the life or health of animals outside the
jurisdiction of the contracting party taking such measures. Id. at 44. They also contended
that international cooperation was available to protect the dolphins, and so a United States
import prohibition was unnecessary. Id
75. Id at 45.
76. The United States claimed that the import prohibition was a "last resort" to
achieve its objective of dolphin protection. Id However, the panel found that the
restriction on Mexican dolphin taking (as it had to directly correlate to the same time
period of United States taking) was too unpredictable and could not be regarded as
necessary to protect dolphins. d
77. "A country can effectively control the production or consumption of an
exhaustible natural resource only to the extent that the production or consumption is under
its jurisdiction." Id at 47.
78. Alva Senzek & John Maggs, U.S. Mexico Defuse Tuna Trade Dispute, J. OF COM.,
Sept. 13, 1991, at 1. United States officials portray the plan as a follow-through on a pre-
vious plan to change the Act, and, therefore, "nothing new." Id Those changes have met
with cool reception in Congress. Id at 34.
Administration efforts to amend the MMPA are 'not going to fly here',
Representative Bill Richardson (D-NM) declared. Representative Ron Wyden
(D-ORE) demanded to know how the Administration can say that it will lobby
for changes in the MMPA, adding that free trade democrats are 'very troubled'
by the GAT" tuna decision. He charged that the Administration employs a
double standard in trade disputes, using a crowbar for intellectual property and
investment issues and a 'wait and see' attitude on environmental matters.
Members Agree to Develop Proposal on GATT Changes to Protect Environment, Int'l
Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 39, at 1428 (Oct. 2, 1991) [hereinafter Members Agree]. "The
Commerce Department has repeatedly misled the Mexican government into believing that
the MMPA's embargo provisions will be eliminated." Earth Island GA 7T Assessment,
supra note 11, at 10.
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VI. THE FALLOUT
Amidst charges of political self-dealing, 79 the Bush Administration
defended its handling of the case and the subsequent GAIT decision.'
Clearly, the Administration was in the awkward position of having to
publicly lament the troublesome outcome, while trying to persuade
Congress to change the MMPA. Also, the Administration had criticized
other countries for defying GATT in the past."'
At least part of the ensuing outrage stemmed from the GAT
procedure itself. Three unelected and arguably unaccountable trade
officials from Uruguay, Hungary, and Switzerland decided the conflict.82
The deliberation, legal submissions, oral arguments, and interventions of
other contracting parties were entirely secret.8 3 Moreover, there is no
79. John Vidal, Global Conservation Threatened as GA7T Declares War, THE
GUARDIAN (LONDON), Sept. 6, 1991, at 1.
But if the GAT has deliberately stirred a hornet's nest of potential constitu-
tional and legal problems, it is clearly with U.S. connivance. The Bush
Administration went through the motions of defending its tuna ban laws in
Geneva but its superior and overriding commitment to free trade certainly
coloured its defence. Free trade critics believe the U.S. was quite happy to be
ruled out of court, if only because the Administration has stated many times
that it would like to end similar trade restrictions applied against its own
producers.
Id. "The United States was represented by an executive branch that was distinctly
unenthusiastic about the MMPA to begin with." Testimony of Ralph Nader: Hearings
Before the Subcomm. on Health and the Env't, Comm. on Energy and Commerce U.S.
House of Representatives, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1991) [hereinafter Nader Testimony].
Throughout the period of the Mexican challenge to GATT, the U.S.T.R. [United
States Trade Representative] and State Department apparently failed to engage
in any efforts to communicate to other GATT contracting governments the
potentially devastating environmental consequences associated with a negative
panel ruling. The result was that no single country at GATT intervened to
support the U.S. defense. It is possible that the State Department may even
have actually discouraged any support from other nations.
Earth Island GATT Assessment, supra note 11, at 11.
80. See generally Bolten Testimony, supra note 65 (citing implications of taking a
hard stance on MMPA); GATT Looks into Ecological Aspects of Trade, EUR. INFO. SERv.
No. 1711, Oct. 12, 1991, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, EURRPT File.
81. Keith Bradsher, U.S. Ban on Mexico Tuna is Overruled, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 23,
1991, at Dl.
82. Earth Island GA7T Assessment, supra note 11, at 5.
83. Id; Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 7; International Trade and the
Environment: Hearings on Environmental Assessment of Present GAIT Negotiations 1
(testimony of Steven Shrybman, Counsel, Canadian Environmental Law Ass'n) [hereinafter
N.Y.L. SCH. J. INT'L & CoMP. L.
provision for appeal within the GAIT process." After approval of the
decision (by the full GATT council), refusal to follow its directives would
result in punishment to the challenged country; in this case, the United
States faced countervailing trade sanctions or fines."  Critics have
charged the GATT panel with being a cabal of large corporations and trade
associations that are bent on pursuing an agenda of economic growth,
deregulation, and profit consciousness with little or no regard for global
environmental issues."s Indeed, the word "environment" is not mentioned
in the GATT, and there is only possible protection under a strained reading
of article XX(b) and (g). No legislative intent argument exists because
there was no public awareness of environmental issues at the creation of
article XX(b) in 1947. s7
Environmentalists and consumer protectionists charge that by adhering
to the GATT decision-making process, the GATT decision, and GATT
negotiations, there would be an abdication of Congress' sovereign right to
enact the laws of the United States.8" Furthermore, they charge that by
characterizing environmental, health, and safety regulations as "non-tariff
trade barriers" or "technical barriers to trade," the GATT panel is
manipulating the regulations to be used as a "blunt deregulatory instru-
ment."89 Other extraterritorial environmental and consumer protections
are potentially at risk, and United States obligations under international
environmental treaties and conventions could conflict with the GATT
decision.' Deregulation, to many consumer and environmental activists,
reduces standards worldwide to the lowest common denominator in order
to facilitate free trade.9' USTR officials state that there is no requirement
Shrybman Testimony]. The office of the United States Trade Representative ("USTR") was
equally secretive; they told environmental groups that no one without USTR clearance
could see the panel opinion and made copies available only after Congressional pressure
and a press leak of the decision. Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 8.
84. Earth Island GATT Assessment, supra note 11, at 5.
85. Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 9.
86. Shrybman Testimony, supra note 83, at 1.
87. Id, at 13.
88. Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 2. "To the extent that we delegate so much
of our lawmaking authority-indeed our sovereignty-to this remote institution, we are
negating much of our heritage to democratic accountability." Id at 6.
89. Id, at 2, 4.
90. See Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 5; Earth Island GAT Assessment, supra
note 11, at 7, 9.
91. Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 2.
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for a country to lower its standards, and countries may maintain stricter-
than-international standards if those measures are "science-based."9
The GATT panel was not ruling on a purely trade issue. Clearly,
implicating a battery of public health and environmental laws meant
looking to the GATT for possible restructuring or amending.93 Even
without the GAIT decision as a precipitating event, the GAIT myopic
focus on free trade in a vacuum was out of step with current multi-faceted
global concerns.
The Mexico decisions highlighted potentially far-reaching conflicts
with the GATT, and so the GAT came under increasing pressure from
environmental associations. On October 8, 1991, the GATT panel decided
to reactivate its "Environment and Trade" working group, which, although
established in 1971, had remained inactive since its inception." The
revived working group is permitted to:
study the effects on trade of packaging standards, labels and
trademarks designed to protect the environment;
evaluate the transparency and commercial effects of national
environmental legislation;
examine to what extent articles concerning trade in interna-
tional environmental instruments are in conformity with the
principles of GAT.9
92. Bolten Testimony, supra note 65, at 18. The Mexican ruling interprets the version
of the GATI now in effect, the Tokyo Round. Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 1.
Consumer and environmental advocates worry that the Mexican tuna ruling's impact,
coupled with proposed language in the soon-to-be completed Uruguay Round will have this
"ratcheting down" effect on standards. Id at 2. An example of this language is a
negotiating objective for the United States: "[E]liminating and reducing substantially..
* constraints to fair trade... including unjustified phytosanitary and sanitary restrictions."
Bolten Testimony, supra note 65, at 17. The Uruguay Round is a procession of ongoing
GATT negotiations that refine or extend GATT principles to ensure that where policies
involve trade measures, those measures are consistent with free trade. l at 16. The
USTR urges that in seeking GAT reform, the United States needs to ensure that
protectionist measures restricting United States trade are not adopted by other countries.
Id. at 17.
93. The Mexican tuna ruling contravened the free-trade backdrop which developed
during recent months. The North American Free Trade Agreement is under negotiation
between Mexico and Canada, and Congress has adopted the fast-track approval for trade
treaties. Dianne Dumanosld, Free-Trade Laws Could Undo Pacts on Environment,
BOSTON GLOBE, Oct. 7, 1991, at 26.
94. GATT Looks into Ecological Aspects of Trade, supra note 80, at 7.
95. Id
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While seeking solutions or amendments to the GATr to make it more
responsive to current concerns, environmentalists feel that there should be
no compromise of United States standards in the interim.9' The solutions
themselves have proven more elusive. Consumer groups advocate a Senate
resolution stating the unacceptability of any agreement that compromises
United States standards to act as a warning to trade negotiators.9 This
would include rejection of any alteration in the MMPA. Environmentalists
further urge a reformation of the GATT procedure to include freestanding
advisory committees involved in the trade pact process."
Still others suggest that an environmental code and dispute mechanism
be built into and negotiated with the GATT. Each nation could set its own
environmental protection standards, and non-complying products could be
subject to duties if they violate the following three criteria:
(1) the environmental protection standards applied have a sound
scientific basis; (2) the same standards are applied to all competi-
tive domestic production; (3) and the imported projects are
causing economic injury to competitive domestic production."
Both environmentalists and free trade proponents will likely find this
proposal overbroad, but it is a step toward infusing the GATT with
environmental/consumer policy."l
VII. THE AFrERMATH
While the GATI thrashed in the nets of an aging infrastructure, Earth
Island v. Mosbacher resurfaced in a federal district court which ruled that
notwithstanding the GATT panel's decision, the MMPA remains United
States law.'0 ' The court ordered the Commerce Department to enforce
its ban on yellowfin tuna from Mexico, Venezuela, and Vanatu, even if the
96. Shrybman Testimony, supra note 83, at 15.
97. Nader Testimony, supra note 79, at 9.
98. Id at 10.
99. Baucus Calls for Environmental Code in GA T Modeled After Subsidies Code,
Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) No. 43, at 1568 (Oct. 30, 1991).
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tuna was shipped through intermediary nations."' 2 Mexico, Venezuela,
and Vanuatu have since agreed to ban purse seining.1°3
This concept of "international federalism " '04 is not adopted by all
GATT members. Economic Community Commissioner Henning Christop-
herson recently announced that the European Community ("EC") would not
take any unilateral steps to institute an import ban on tuna caught by purse
seine nets, as such steps would likely be in violation of the GATT
rules. 5 Indeed, the EC has urged the 108 GATT Contracting Parties to
endorse the panel report.' 6
Meanwhile, continued lobbying"'7 and international pressure brought
about a compromise between drift netting nations and other member
nations.)°  On December 20, 1991, United Nations Resolution 46/215
was adopted" 9 by all 166 governments in the United Nations.n ° The
Resolution eliminated the previous loophole provision that allowed nations
to continue drift netting if "sound conservation and management measures
are adopted.""' Additionally, it contemplated reducing drift netting by
half as of June 30, 1992,"2 and halting the practice completely by
December 1, 1992.'
3
House bill 2152 became public law 102-582 on October 29, 1992,"1
4
when President Bush signed the bill mandating trade sanctions against any
102. Id
103. Pro-Dolphin Accord Made, N.Y. TIMEs, June 16, 1992, at D9.
104. Id
105. E.C. Gets Assurances Italy will Limit Imports of Tuna Caught by Purse Seines,
BNA INT'L ENV'L DAILY (Jan. 21, 1992).
106. Fisheries: Problems with U.S. Ban on Non-Dolphin-Friendly Tuna, EUR. INFO.
SERV., Feb. 1, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, EURRPT File.
107. Greg Rushford, Resurgent United Nations Becomes New Playground for D.C.
Lobbyists, LEGAL TIMES, Jan. 13, 1992, at 5.
108. Id
109. Hearing of the House Ways and Means Committee, FED. NEWS SERV., Feb. 12,
1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, FEDNEW File.
110. Dee Norton, End of Driftnets Finally on the Horizon-U.N. Action to be Final
Step in Ban, SEATrLE TIMES, Dec. 7, 1991, at A10.
111. U.N. Passes Global Drifmet Ban; Reprieve for Marine Environment at Last, U.S.
NEWSWIRE, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, USNWR File.
112. Japan; Dolphin's Day, ECONOMIST, Nov. 30, 1991, at 35.
113. U.N. Assembly Bans Drofnet Fishing, REUTERs, Dec. 21, 1991, available in
LEXIS, Nexis Library, REUTER File.
114. Pub. L. No. 102-582, 106 Stat. 4900 (1992).
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country drift netting in the North Pacific in 1993 and extending the
sanctions to the North Atlantic in 1994.11
On December 8, 1992, the deputy director of the Council of Agricul-
ture for Taiwan announced its intention to ban drift net fishing by January
1, 1993, in compliance with the United Nations Resolution."1 6
The acquiescence of nations, such as Taiwan, to the moratorium is in
no way indicative of a newfound environmental conscience. 7 Such
nations may be realizing that it is far cheaper to compensate out-of-work
fishermen than it will be to brave United States trade sanctions." 8 Such
acquiescence also does not end the underlying conflict. First, there is an
enforcement issue to confronth 9 Ile United Nations ban has no
enforcement provision and continued cooperation will be necessary to stop
the practice!' °  However, the coerced nations (Japan, the People's
Republic of China, and the Republic of Korea) may be less than enthusias-
tic in pursuit and prosecution of violators. Second, the broader dilemma
of maintaining sovereignty while cooperating on global issues is still
unsolved given the ongoing GATT dispute.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Reconciling developing nations' concerns of protectionism with
prosperous countries' insistence on environmental correctness will not be
easy. A presumption of self-interest accompanies each proposed regulation
and corresponding enforcement technique. Moreover, enforcement
techniques based on cajoling or statistical awareness have proven
unavailing in drift net-fishing disputes. Restricting access to the market-
place of the regulating country may be the most effective means of
curtailing drift netting. At the very least, the regulating country will not
be tacitly endorsing the offensive production method by trading with the
offending country.'
115. Bush Signs Law Mandating Trade Sanctions over Drift Nets, CHI. TRIB., Nov.
3, 1992, at 4.
116. ROC Drift-Net Fishing Boats not to Operate on Public Sea, CENT. NEWS
AGENCY, Dec. 9, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, CENEWS File.
117. See Japan; Dolphin's Day, supra note 112, at 35.
118. Id
119. See Norton, supra note 110.
120. Raising the Curtain of Killer Nets, CHI. TRIB., Dec. 29, 1991, at C2.
121. Knickerbocker, supra note 2, at 7. In the wake of the Mexican ruling, drift net
fishing is continuing despite the pending effectuation of G.A. Res. 44/225. Japan continues
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There is an international environmental and conservation regime in
place.' 2 But without firmer commitment to real solutions, such as G.A.
Res. 46/215, and acceptance of international environmental imperatives by
the GATT signatories, the regime remains globally impotent.
The GATT nets created by an anxious post-war consortium were
designed to catch ill-motivated, pretextual, protectionist measures that could
inhibit trade. Woven by contracting countries and set by lobbyists for
corporate interests, they have remained floating in international commerce.
But like the ill-fated by-catch of the drift nets, the GATT nets have just
pulled in an unwanted issue; the problem is, it cannot be thrown back."3
Karen B. Goydan
to refute statistics on marine mammal killings, insists on further study of the problem, and
is experimenting with subsurface drift nets. They may consider filing a complaint under
GATT if the U.S. imposes trade sanctions before G.A. Res. 44/225 takes effect in June
1992. Aso, supra note 51, at 3. Also, although China had pledged to discontinue the
practice, they continue to drift net. CHEN, supra note 36, at 18.
122. McDorman, supra note 60, at 524.
123. In a recent interview, an official from the Japan Squid and Swordfish Driftnet
Fishery Association said, "[W]e don't want to see all our efforts coming to nothing out of
the blue by one man's decision before June 1992." Aso, supra note 51, at 3. Presumably
he is referring to the United States legislation aimed at continuing imposition of sanctions.
This quote could arguably apply to the environmentalist feeling about the three-man GATT
panel's effect on years of progress in environmental legislation.
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